Law 701

Your Instructor: Eric L Grayson, Esq.
egrayson@robgraylaw.com

Class Virtual Assistant: Carolyn Stankiewicz

Format: Prompt start at 9:00 am. Following a quiz and/or related good-mood “warm-up”

music and/or perhaps a segment of “You be the Judge” which I initiated in Law 401, we will follow Zoom power-point lecture slides /imbedded videos/ no planned handouts. Pursuant to

UD policy No recording by you permitted.

Muting: During class, please put yourself on mute!

Chat: Questions or important points you simply can’t hold back-send to Carolyn who will

monitor for comment at end of class time permitting, or more-likely at start of the following week. I will be available via e-mail.

As in my previous Law series classes beginning with Law 101, you would be well-served to have a copy of the U.S. Constitution handy and read it...often.

Zoom technical support: Direct questions to OLLI. Please try to address any technical issues prior